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THE MARKET
The restaurant business is one of the

most competitive industries in Thailand.

Food outlets are everywhere, from small

carts dotting every street and alleyway

to five-star restaurants at some of the

world’s finest hotels, and everything in

between.

New restaurants face the challenge

of differentiating themselves from their

more established competitors. While

Thai food remains by far the most

popular, the number of varieties and

new concepts are constantly on the

increase. Within the Thai food sector,

there are a number of successful

restaurant chains, including several offering Thai

suki, or just “suki” as its known to Thai people.

Suki was first introduced to Thai consumers more

than three decades ago. While the name suki

might sound Japanese – and most people might

assume it is a variation of Japanese shabu shabu

– suki is actually a twist on a Chinese steamboat

dish. But it is uniquely Thai.

Perhaps more than any other restaurant sector,

the suki business is dominated by large chain

restaurants. MK Restaurants, one of Thailand’s

the suki chains (formerly known as MK Suki),

has been serving Thai consumers for more than

20 years. More recently, it has taken its successful

formula to several destinations overseas, with a

total of 20 restaurants opened outside Thailand

in the past eight years. MK serves a wide range

of customers. The great taste of MK’s suki and

the enjoyment customers get out of cooking their

own food at their own table appeal to all age

groups, from children and teens to adults and

seniors. Suki is also a popular choice for dining

out in large groups.

The high concentration of vegetables

combined with quality cuts of meats and seafood

as main ingredients – all boiled rather than fried

– has allowed suki to capitalize on the growing

trend of healthier eating among the population at

large.

ACHIEVEMENTS
MK Restaurants was the first suki chain to use

electric suki pots at every table. Before

MK, suki restaurants in Thailand used gas

stoves which were dangerous and had

been the cause of numerous explosions

and fires around Thailand. MK also

introduced an innovative serving plate

called “condo” to alleviate the problem of

limited table-top space. Condo plates can

be stacked high to help free up table space.

In recognition of its consistently high

standards, MK Restaurants has been

awarded ISO 9001:2000 status for

attaining exceptionally high quality in

manufacturing ready-to-cook products

(fresh food, suki-sauce, dim sum, roast

duck and dessert) and best practice among

chain restaurants: service for food,

beverage and home delivery. Along with

its ISO status, MK Restaurants has also

received HACCP and GMP certification.

In addition to frequent recognition

for the quality of its food and high

management standards, MK has been

recognised frequently in recent years for

outstanding advertising campaigns.

HISTORY
The founding of MK Restaurants Co, Ltd

dates back 42 years to the opening of a

single Thai restaurant, named MK, in

Siam Square Soi 3. Not long after the

opening, the restaurant’s Hong Kong

Chinese owner, Makong King Yee, the

inspiration behind the name MK, moved to the

United States and sold the restaurant to Mrs

Tongkam Mekto in 1962. Under the leadership

of Mrs Mekto, or “Aunty Tongkam” as she was

known to her customers, the restaurant grew in

popularity. Besides the food, Aunty Tongkam’s

kindness, generosity and friendliness kept new

customers coming in, and coming back often. The

success of the first restaurant led Mrs Mekto and

her family to open a second restaurant in 1984 at

Central Plaza Ladprao, which was then a newly-

opened shopping centre. This second restaurant

was named “Green MK”.

Two years later, Mrs Tongkam experienced

the suki concept for the first time, and soon after

joined forces with her sons, daughter and son in-

law to establish their first suki restaurant “MK

Suki” in the same shopping centre in 1986. It was

then that the family also introduced the innovation

of electric pots and condo plates. The suki

business continued to grow steadily; a second

outlet was opened, and within a few years the

chain grew to more than 100 outlets around the

country, with many occupying prime space in

department stores and superstores.

MK expanded its business overseas in 1996,

partnering with entrepreneurs in each new market.

Its first restaurant outside Thailand was in Japan.

Today, MK Restaurant Co, Ltd is one of the

largest Thai-owned chain restaurant businesses

with more than 170 outlets nationwide plus more

than 20 outlets in Japan. To better reflect the

expanded product offerings available at its

restaurants, the company recently changed the

name of its restaurants from MK Suki to MK

Restaurants.

THE PRODUCT
Food at MK Restaurants is primarily a mixture

of Thai and Chinese cuisine. The main menu

features Thai-style suki that is a hot pot of fresh
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meats and vegetables cooked by dipping the items

in boiling soup, and then eating it with dipping

sauces, similar to European fondue.

MK has more than 50 items of fresh items on

the menu, from vegetables, meats and seafood to

eggs, noodles and fish balls. The clear stock for

cooking the meats and vegetables is prepared

beforehand and is brought to a boil with the

electric suki pot at the customer’s table. The

naturally-sweet stock, combined with the natural

flavours of the cooked meat and vegetables,

produces a tasty soup. Meals are complemented

by a variety of dipping sauces, from sweet to

spicy. The recipe for MK’s suki sauce is a well-

kept company secret.

In addition to its now-famous suki items, MK

Restaurants offers a number of non-suki Thai-

Chinese dishes, including MK roasted duck, MK

roasted pork, noodles, rice and dim sum. MK

prepares its popular roasted duck by roasting it

in the traditional Chinese way, but it is cooked

and seasoned to please Thai taste buds. The

combination has made it one of the restaurant’s

best sellers on the menu.

MK Restaurants is keenly focused on food

quality and guarantees the freshness, cleanliness,

and safety of all food served at its restaurants.

No MSG or other food preservatives are used in

any of its food. The company buys food

ingredients directly from major suppliers and,

through its own distribution centre, maintains full

control of the food and non food distribution

process to each MK restaurant.

MK complements its high quality food with

first class service. Restaurant staffs are trained to

international standards to ensure that customers

will enjoy the service as much as the food.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
MK Restaurants believes in a policy of

“continuous improvement”. The company

recognises the importance of customer feedback

and continually seeks to improve customer

service and customer satisfaction. Its Customer

Satisfaction System was designed to elicit

customer feedback from which it calculates a

Customer Satisfaction Index on qualities such as

� MK Restaurants sells 1.2 million roast

ducks every year

� 150 tons of prawns and three million

kilograms of suki sauce are served at MK

Restaurants per year.

� More than 30 million pairs of chopsticks

are used at MK Restaurants each year

THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT
MK RESTAURANTS

food freshnese, taste, delivery timing, staff

etiquette, and value of money. Senior staffs

closely monitor the data and use it to develop and

implement new products, services and policies

as part of the company’s improvement plan.

As part of its expanded service offering, the

company launched MK Home Delivery, so

customers can enjoy the pleasures of suki without

leaving home. Customers in Bangkok calling the

MK delivery hotline +662 248-5555 can order

MK suki sets with MK suki sauce, roast duck and

several other menu items.

With Thai consumers becoming increasingly

health-conscious, MK recently introduced its

innovative Calorie Calculation Report for each

customer’s meal. The company teamed up with

Mahidol University to create a report that

calculates a number of nutrition and calorie-

related value  and can then be presented to

customers after they finish their meals.

On the technology front, MK recently began

a trial programme at several Bangkok outlets to

test using personal digital assistants (PDA) to take

customers’ orders.

PROMOTION
MK Restaurants invests heavily in brand building

and marketing. Television advertising has played

a fundamental role in making MK a powerful

brand name and in promoting the company’s

values. The advertisements feature a series of

messages portraying MK’s quality service and

competent restaurant staff, the fresh, healthy and

delicious food, and the cleanliness of its

restaurants. The advertisement’s catchy jingle –

in 2004 “What should we eat? Let’s go to MK” –

enhances name recognition and has become part

of the Thai lexicon.

The company also launches value added

marketing activities that promote sales and

awareness. One very popular and successful

activity, for example, is the “free eating

challenge” promotion that runs for a certain

duration each year where every table will receive

one lucky draw coupon, entitled to a free meal.

BRAND VALUES
MK Restaurants Co, Ltd takes pride in its Thai

heritage. Top management continually

emphasises to staff throughout the company the

importance of making every customer visit a

satisfying one through high quality food and

excellent service.

QCQS (company shorthand for Quickness,

Cleanliness, Quality and Service) denote the four

fundamental traits of the brand personality of MK

Restaurants. Quickness represents how MK

delivers its service and responds to customer

requests, matching the fast food restaurant process

yet served with an authenticity of a full service

restaurant. Cleanliness is what MK promises for

its food and the restaurant environment. Quality

is MK’s commitment to offering the best in food

and service equipment to customers. The quality

effort is illustrated through research and

development on food ingredients as well as in the

many awards the company has received for

restaurant quality. Finally, the MK brand

symbolises service. Restaurant staffs are well

trained in restaurant hospitality to ensure that

customers will receive a level of service that meets

and exceeds their expectations every time they

patronise at MK restaurant.

The restaurant’s brand also represents warmth,

which is incorporated in’“the moment of

warmth”, the restaurant‘s brand tag line. Warmth

applies both to food and service. MK’s business

is suki, and the hot pot delivers warmth and

comfort for anyone eating it. MK staff provides

service that is professional yet treat customers like

members of a family.
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